
Build Systems Engineer (SW Integration for TEL Products)

담당 업무

Software Engineer oriented to Build Systems and Software Integration in
Telematics Products. He/She is part of the Integration & Test team that
performs actions related to build framework, continuous integration and
configuration management activities within the different Telematic
Platforms. The role is focused in working on the Build Systems for the
Telematic Products. This system is connected to all the development
areas, enabling them in the development process (build, test, merge and
enter changes, releases).

지원자 프로필

Main Qualifications:
- Bachelor Degree in Engineering
- Git & Gerrit, Github
- Python &/or Shell scripting
- Linux Development Environment
- Compilation Toolchains
- Debugging build issues/dependencies
- Image Creation /Flashing Process
- YOCTO
Preferred Qualifications:
- ARM Processors
- Linux Kernel Compilation
- Linux Filesystem
- Google Test
- Automake / autoconf tools
- Open Source Software / Licenses
- Agile Methodologies
- Linux Package Management
- English Communication Skills

처우 조건

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online
application.

기업 소개

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for
sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded
in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In
2020, Continental generated sales of €37.7 billion and currently
employs around 193,000 people in 58 countries and markets. In 2021,
the company celebrates its 150th anniversary. The Vehicle Networking
and Information business area, with its vision of “Always On,” sees the
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vehicle of the future as a partner that supports its passengers with
intelligent and secure solutions – seamlessly networked, user-friendly,
convenient and smart. The business area develops and integrates
components and end-to-end systems for connected mobility –
architecture, hardware, software and services. With solutions for
networking, human-machine interaction, user experience, high-
performance computing, digital services and system integration for
passenger cars, light commercial vehicles and fleets, Vehicle
Networking and Information ensures stable and safe connectivity and
smooth information flows for connected mobility.


